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MANAGED ATTORNEY REVIEW

First-level document review involves the identification and first-line analysis of responsive
information as defined by counsel, and the redaction or segregation of sensitive, protected or
privilege information. Additional elements may include the review of non-readable files, audio
and video files, non-English language documents and special treatment of certain non-
document, non-email-based information, such as databases. 

FIRST PASS REVIEW

Supported by senior review specialists, our managed review teams deliver a higher-level
analysis of data for privilege review and redaction or logging.

PRIVILEGE REVIEW

In addition to traditional legal review projects, we offer review support for compliance projects,
helping to identify and prioritize the review of potentially inappropriate behavior, both on an
ongoing diagnostic or look-back basis. Compliance reviews help you identify and address
problems before they turn into litigation or regulatory action. 

COMPLIANCE REVIEWS

Mergers and acquisitions or divestitures often entail the review of up to thousands of contracts
and other related materials and require expertise in many disciplines. Our teams are
experienced in the due diligence review process needed for you and your counsel to assess the
merits of, or negotiate, the deal. 

M&A AND DIVESTITURE DUE DILIGENCE SUPPORT

We offer hosted review technology software platform's Viewpoint, Everlaw, Relativity, and
CloudNine Review. Our managed review staff are experts at knowing how to apply cutting-edge
features and analytics to optimize the accuracy and speed of reviews. They also have in-depth
expertise in operating technology-assisted review systems (e.g., for expert seed set review,
double blind reviews, QC, QC of non-responsive documents and the efficient review of non-
categorized documents).

TECHNOLOGY PLATFORMS

With extensive knowledge, skills, techniques and tools, our teams consult with you and your staff
to define, measure, develop and report on processes to meet their specific requirements.
Our best-practice process is metrics-driven and consistently applied across various types of review
projects with the recognition that each review has its own unique parameters and requirements.

CONSULTING AND PROCESS MANAGEMENT

ATTORNEY REVIEW MADE    ASY

Elite Discovery’s managed attorney review services increase accuracy, boost defensibility and
lower the cost of document review. We combine our deep analytical expertise and tools with
licensed review attorneys, experienced project managers and current technology to
successfully navigate every aspect of a document review – no matter the size or complexity.
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